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Regardless what plans or dreams you are sketching, it is our job to make them real. And we love
challenges! Every single one of the interior solutions we develop is a result of individual circumstances,
needs and visions in particular.
Got an idea? We make it happen.

Seating Solution
Task chairs for the active office. Chairs based
on real, individual needs. A variety of activities
and changes in the ways we work challenges
the way we look at task chairs.
Work is becoming a function not a place. More
and more office environments are designed
to promote communication and to let people
work in the environment that is best suited for
any given activity. The traditional areas for task
chairs are diversified. They are no longer just for
our personal work place, but also for team areas
or for multi usage. These changes give rise to
new requirements. Here is the solution.

BACK

We make it happen.
We are no longer attached to a single desk.
Instead, the office can be designed to promote
communication, to put people in contact, and to
let people work in the environment that is best
suited for any given activity.
Let us hear your thoughts on how to create an
active and productive office.
Got an idea? We make it happen.
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Project
The base camp for your project team or
a workplace for increased participation.
Supports the dynamics of project work that in
turn enhances productivity and motivation.
EFG Collaborate table is developed to fit a
modern work pattern. Generous dimensions,
personal lids with integrated cable management,
and a solid wooden feeling.
EFG ONE task chair is easy to use and flexible
enough to suit all. With a mechanism that adapts
automatically to the user, EFG ONE is perfect in
active project areas with several people using the
same chair during a day.
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Time Out /
Time Together
Relax, recharge and interact in our social hub.
Informal meeting spot to boost creativity
and socialize.
Our EFG InTouch sofa is a modular solution with
hundreds of seating and colour combinations. Its
distinctive look and design, also adds a splash of
creativity to the company identity.
EFG Chat is the table for small talk. A family
available in many different versions, low to high,
and in choices of materials and colours the series
is flexible and easy to work with.
AIM lamps from Flos hanged in cluster supports
the feeling of creativity and activity.
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Connect & Recharge
Recreational space for chatting over a coffee
and the perfect alternative workplace for a
few hours. Relaxed but still on the go.
Our new chair EFG Nova, has a clean and timeless
design for most environments. For the café or the
canteen. As a visitor’s chair or for meetings.
EFG Chat is the table for small talk. A family
available in many different versions, low to high,
and in choices of materials and colours the series
is flexible and easy to work with.
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Entry
A multifunctional area suited to planning
your day. This is the natural spot to start your
working day with all required resources.
The entry pod is based on our flexible EFG
Storage system. A customized version is designed
to meet the specific needs in active offices. A
card is used to open the locker, the same used
to access the office and to activate one of the
workdesks. The EFG Box on the side is sheltered
and suitable for quick phone calls. Pull out the
pouf underneath it and create a small meeting
spot for two people. Bring your EFG Take Away
to the workplace you’ve selected for the day.
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Share
Intelligent and easy accessible workplace
made for free seating concepts. Book a table,
carry your belongings, plug in and work and it
feels like your personal workplace.
The desks have the latest technique integrated,
and are self adjustable according to the user’s
needs and consequently improves the free
seating flow at the office.
Necessary accessories will be easily accessible by
hanging the EFG Take Away on the side of the
table. EFG Tab screen adds a feeling of privacy.
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Personalize
Workplace where your individual needs and
preferences come first.
A personal workplace in the open plan office.
EFG Butler desk shelf makes the necessary
accessories easily accessible. EFG Thin Tower on
the side, offers additional storage space when
needed. Extra thin, since the need for fixed
storage nearby the work place is decreasing.
Placed on flexible EFG Izi Niveau table, the desk
screen EFG Tab creates a personal sphere for
focused worksessions and concentration.
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Touch Down
The node in the open workplace where people
always tend to bump in to each other. A social
area for spontaneous conversations that puts
people in contact.
Our EFG InTouch sofa is a modular solution with
hundreds of seating and colour combinations. Its
distinctive look and design, also adds a splash of
creativity to the company identity.
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Interact
A place for longer meetings and dynamic
teamwork with all possible tech support.
Plug in and interact.
Our EFG HideTech tables are designed for a
situation where more and more time is spent in
meetings, with technology accessed from the
desktop via the next generation of
cable management.
The EFG Aura is our simple, smart and flexible
storage unit, with a few imaginative details. Its
neat design meets the requirements of a modern
office, both visually and functionally.
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Temporary
Area made for concentration and variation.
A sheltered place for shorter private
work sessions.
EFG Cube is a customized, floorstanding sceen
for temporary work or a place for sheltered
worksessions in the open office.
Combined with a small workstation and a chair,
it is a perfect solution for quick phone calls and
focused work sessions.
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Focus
A secluded place to relax, work or meet.
A room within the room.
EFG MySpace, our neat two-seater sofa is
especially suited for small meetings or focused
work. With its high back and sides, it acts as a
perfect screen for sound and vision.
The EFG Aura is our simple, smart and flexible
storage unit, with a few imaginative details. Its
neat design meets the requirements of a modern
office, both visually and functionally.
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Creative
A playful spot that supports creativity and
motivation. Inspires innovation and give birth
to new ideas.
EFG Collaborate table is developed to fit a
modern work pattern, and to support interaction
and teamwork. Poufs instead of chairs and the
Hood lamp from Ateljé Lyktan gives the setting
an informal and creative feeling.
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